
1. Clean Your Wall Surface
Be sure that the surface you are applying the decal to is smooth, dry and free of dirt. Do not apply 
to freshly painted walls. Wait a minimum of 2 weeks after painting.

2. Prepare the Decal
Lay the decal on a � at surface, graphic side down. Press � rmly over the entire decal with the           
supplied burnishing tool. By doing this you are re-activating the bond between the decal and the 
transfer tape on the front.

3. Plan Your Layout
Tape your decal on the wall where it will be 
applied. Then tape through the middle of the 
decal. DO NOT remove the white backing until 
you are happy with your layout. When taping 
up the decal make sure that you have it level 
and positioned correctly. For larger designs 
place more than one strip of tape on the left 
side of the decal. This will help hold the decal 
more securely while you apply the right side to the wall.

4. Applying the Decal
 Starting from any corner, slowly peel the 
white backing away from the transfer tape. The          
decal should be sticking to the transfer tape. If 
some of the decal remains stuck to the white 
backing, stop immediately. Rub the decal in 
that area and slowly continue peeling until the 
white backing is completely separated from the 
transfer tape/decal. At this point you should 
now have the decal attached to the transfer tape.
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5. Removing White Backing Paper
Once the decal is completely attached to 
the transfer tape, cut o�  the white backing          
material (bottom sheet).

6. Burnishing Your Decal to the Wall
Next lower your decal (that is still attached to 
the transfer tape) towards the wall surface. 
Carefully rub (with supplied burnishing tool) 
on top of the transfer tape to burnish the        
decal onto the wall. Start from the center of 
the decal and work your way out to the edges. 
Once that side is applied repeat the process 
to the left hand side. When the entire decal is    
attached to the wall, carefully peel back the transfer tape. Make sure that the decal is sticking to 
your surface and not the transfer tape. If a part of the decal sticks to the transfer tape, push it back 
down and continue rubbing the decal onto the wall with the burnishing tool.

Congratulations! 
Your New Wall Decal is ready to enjoy!
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Laptop/iPad Decal Instructions: These decals are usually small enough to just peel o�  the white 
backing paper (the one with the grid) entirely. Then stick one side of the decal down and rub from 
that side to the other. Be sure the decal is secure on your surface and then peel o�  the transfer tape 
(masking tape looking stu� ) from the top.


